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FATAL FLAW?

OCTOBER 3, 1983

GUIDO J. GORES

Tonight is one month later than the 200th
Anniversary of the Treaty of Paris and the conclusion
of the hostilities of the American Revolution. That
bicentennial occasion drew little notice; 1976 and
the bicentennial of the Declaration of Independence
had been it and the exploitation of that event rather
almost too full. Yet, I submit, this occasion deserved
better.
The year 1783 saw the United States of America
~egin in earne~t ~he four plus years process of design1ng and estab11sh1ng a government and unifying the
loose confederation of necessity of our thirteen
original colonies into a central federal entity.
The process culminated th~ adoption by ratification
of each COlony of the constitution finally in 1787.
Washington, our first chief executive, assumed
office in March 1789. Forging that document was
a unique event in Western civilization. It culminated from the give and take of the best political,
economical, military and business minds of the
times. The process was rather well documented
(probably unintentionally) by a series of papers,
The Federalist Papers, discussing the nature of
political organization American leaders were then
evolving. Little is made of them today; no politician
of importance in 1983 has given them any heed, at
least publicly, for many, many a moon.
We all are exposed to U.S. history in our
formal educational process; I believe everyone of
the fifty states has enacted legislation to assure
that exposure. We all recognize that the United
States of America is a democracy regulated by a
Constitution and laws adopted consistent therewith.
The Constitution does not prescribe nor define a
democracy, but I doubt there would be much disagreement with a definition of a representative legislature
observing majority rule with reasonable tolerance
of minority points of view according to duly
adopted laws and selection of members of government,
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both representative a n d executive, by universal
suffrage or appointro~nt .
Few contemporary Americans, however, are
aware that t hi s ~s not the style of government that
was created in ~~e 1780's and held sway for our
first half centULry . Pragmati cally speaking, until
the 1840's, the SR -as a federal republic elected
without universa s~==rage and with political participation large
iwited (not so much by law as
by custom) t o an e ite of the leading citizens determined not on ly ~ wor ldly wealth but also by education, culture, occupation and concern for the state
of governmen t an its acts. There is little argument
in the history boo.'<s that our republic, so organized,
functioned weI and ~et most challenges satisfactorily.
Many in~ ences can be cited for the gradual
abandonment o f the republ ic in favor of a democracy
arising out o f
: er sal suffrage. Most probably
the westward mo ~nt and settlment of the wilderness that c haracterized virtually all of the 19th
century best exp ain the change. Few of the elite
of t~e repu~ li7 ~r7 p ion 7 ers. Certainly, the
cont~nuous l mmlqratl on pr~marily from European
trou~le spot s a: ~ed and abetted that change; the
melt~ng pot e vent ally created interested and
participating c:tizens of most all of its new
arrivals with tr.e log ical result that universal
suffrage be came the American way; the elite republic

quietly fade d into oblivion.
One hundred and forty years later (the
1980's) and not yet 200 years old, the American.
system is near to or in rea l trouble ~nd.reexam~na
tion of its alid ity is in order. Th~s 1S not to
contend that the democratic approach has not been
workable an d va lid to date; it has, but what of
the future?
If there is one universal Ubiquitous type
in Western culture that is enduring, healthy, selfperpetuating , ever present and seemingly indispensable,
it is the politician. No matter how any national
society is organized, the politician is always on
the scene; no governmental form seems durable without
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him -- as true today as it was in the ancient world.
He comes in all colors, shapes and forms; he can be
democratic, autocratic, dictatorial, ruthless,
terroristic, etc.; in orther words, hs is universal
in nature and most pervasively involved in the operation of government no matter whether he arrives on
the scene by election, appointment, acclaim, force,
inheritance or however else one dares to imagine and
tolerate.
Our most influential and important politicians
on the national scene are the members of our federal
Congress (both houses), the chief executive and his
key cabinet chiefs and close advisers, agency members
and our federal judiciary. Their selection is neither
by election or appointment as provided by law.
Virtually none are civil servants who enjoy tenure;
all are sensitive to and affected significantly by
the electoral process.
It is my belief ar~s~ng from my observation
and study that the prime occupation, need, purpose,
etc. of each politician is survival in office, not
performance of duty or representation of constituents
or the needs of the community or the pleasure of
the electorate. This is not to suggest that the
duties of office and the expressed desires of the
electorate are ignored; they are usually accomplished
but seldom with drive and all too often in hesitating fashion as a result of much compromise. Give
and take are essential in any nonautocratic society
but hardly only as the peril level is reached.
As we approach the 1984 presidential
election, we challenge that peril level -- not
because of the length of term of the President
but because of the inability of American society
to determine its future direction. Since 1978
and the commencement of the termination of the
Democratic Party's vise-like grip of a half century
on our society through its well-tested formula
for political success of spending money to solve
all problems irrespective of cost or source of
funds, we have seen the development of an enervating
inability to determine a new and viable direction.
Inflation almost at the hyper level swept the
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coalition of spenders from powe r in 1980, but current
curtailment of inflat ion has yet to establish and
solidify a new order . The Democratic coalition of
spenders, liberals, activists, together with a
southern hard core of resolute anti-Republican
conservatives as largel co e unglued but we do
not yet have ' p ace a ew fo rce. The conservatives burdened -Ii
their right - wing extremists
hardly encourage ~'Y coalescence, nor does most
of the electora e under stand the urgency and the
requirements
the times.

=

Like the conf irmed drug addict or alcoholic,
our spending socie ty always needs more stimulant to
keep going.
_he v irtues of moderation, no matter
how well estab_ishe d, make us a ccutely uncomfortable.
Withdrawal and den ial are unthinkable, so we postpone facing the issue of disciplined fiscal policy.
It is rather clear to most observers, not
just to econo 'sts , that our consumption-oriented
society must be altered in favor of a more investmentoriented one if we are to continue to improve our
real standard of living, today a most elusive
accomplishment. Our national stock of capital
must grow more generously again if we are to
succeed despite the transition from spending to
saving being painfu l and costly, primarily in the
form of unemployment now at historically high
levels (altho gh how we measure employment/unemployment
gives me much pause -- maybe our statistics overstate
matters) •
Renewed and greater inflation is not the
answer we seek; that is virtually a consensus conclusion.
Inflation is a hidden tax on the less defensible
parts of o ur society to cover the inability of
politicians to face facts.
As a theoretical
economist, I find inflation to be indefensible
except as a wartime necessity. Others, less
strict in their concepts, argue it is defensible
as a stimulant from recession/depression, but
then yo u are shortly back to the alcoholic analogy
how and when do you quit? I would be happy to
see several years of nominal change in the Consumer
Price Index and an abolition of the idea that so
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pervades America today that all incomes (nominal,
of course) gain annually. Do we need an annual
raise for everyone? Productivity improvement sharing
is great, but let it be improvement first, then
sharing.
If no inflation is to occur, many changes
in government and in social attitudes are needed.
I eschew increasing taxes to end spending greater
than receipts -- politicians always spend every
cent available and more, so why increase their
spending capabilities? Thus, we now need a change
either in politicians or our form of government.
I question a change in the politician's perception
of his paramount need for survival which is best
supported by his ability when in power to spend
other people's money to ingratiate himself and to
please his supporters and would-be supporters.
Fiscal 1983 for the u.s. treasury has just ended
two days ago with a probable def i cit of record
peacetime, if not all-time, proportions of
approximately $190 to $200 billion. This follows
more than a decade of annual defi cits growing
almost each year starting from a mere $12 billion.
Total federal spending has more than doubled in
the last decade from the $250 to $300 billion
range to about $700 billion for fiscal 1983 and
even more is scheduled for 1 9 84. This is under
the administration of our avowed conservative
chief executive and with the support of a rather
conservative Congress which talks of economy and
fiscal responsibility. Both parties are responsible
for the deficits but Congress has remained primarily
Demo~ratic since the 1930's so one can be slightly
part~san in that blame as it is Congress that
authorizes the spending.
. .

One can speCUlate ad infinitum as to the

~urab111t~ and universality of excess public spendlng.
It 1S an old sport and rather useless given
~he nature of politicians. However, the citizenry
ls.al~o very much at fault.
The always organized
~aJor1t~ ~f.our democracy demands no discipline of
1ts pol~tlc~ans, who are by nature much more responsive
to sP7c1al 1nterest groups. Above all, most of us
are m1ddle class and we enjoy our benefits. If
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there is to be economy, please be sure it is at
someone else's expense, not ours.
The Reagan administration into its third year in office has rather
conclusivel y demon strated t h at curtailment of the
growth rate of spendin g i s the most that can be
accomplished by the conventional economy measures.
The activis ts cry fou a s they insist the professional
poor are the ictics of such curtailment; the bureaucrats who a re egion and rep resent the greatest
growth indus try in Amer ica -- government bureaucracy -- al so cry foul and manage steadily to increase
their numbe rs at al levels of government; the
pollyannas who is to expand government because
that would impro e their concept of life quality
no matter what the cost or p riority add their demands;
and so it goes. Th is leaves unmentioned the issues
of defense; retirement b enefits and pyramiding
interest co sts -- all maj or sources of expanding
expense vir tua y beyond control.
Both phi losophi cally and pragmatically
the entitlement con cept is o ur Achilles heel. This
almost universally accepted concept arises from two
generally unque stioned assumptions for the conduct
of society , both of which, I submit, are at best
partially falla cious: egali tarianism and fairness
of sacri fice and treatment . Each assumption is
theoreti ca ly valid in a perfect and ideal world,
a most i~prob able situat ion; each is fatally wanting
in the pr agmatic real world. History repeatedly
and unfa il ingly has demon strated the overriding
fallac y of egalitarianism -- namely, sharing the
poverty. Given no personal incentive, why strain
to produce; every socialist and communist society
has reaffirmed t his truism since time immemorial
despite each proph et/leader's eloquence that this
time human nature will be different -- the rabbit
is so pure he will not need any carrots!
Fairness is a slightly less clear-cut
assumption.
Ea ch of us wants to be fair to the
other but that desire is not one to be satisfied
by discrimination, confiscation, subsidy or preference for one of us over the other. We believe in
fairness (equality) of opportunity as Jefferson
wrote into the Declaration of Independence, but
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opportunity to improve status and the enforced enjoyment
of a subsidized status are hardly the same thing.
Our Black minority does itself little of long-run
benefit by insisting on the preferences of affirmative
action; their insistence on the special nature of
Blacks does little to help themselves to meld into
American society as has occurred with almost every
other national/ethnic group. White Americans are
basically immune to imagined guilt feeling about
slavery thus voiding any self-inflicted punishment
concept providing some inchoate benefit for Blacks.
How could it be otherwise given our treatment of
the American Indian for whom we care almost not at
all? A separate Black culture, society, political
block, etc. is hardly appropriate to the American
melting pot; could it be that our Black leaders
are barking up the wrong tree?
A rather brutal assessment of American
immigration history suggests that the bottom of the
sociological heap in the USA is the newest racial,
ethnic group to arrive in the 48 states. The
Germans after the English, then the middle Europeans,
the Italians, the Slavs, the Poles, the Irish have
all been bottom of the heap for a while to be succeeded by a newer source. The Blacks being immigrants of necessity do not quite fit the mold but
even if today they bring up the rear they will
shortly be dispossessed by the Hispanics who are
even now a numerous part of the southwest and
extreme southern California. In fact, my hazy
crystal ball suggests that with America now a decade
into failing to reproduce itself, our Latin neighbors
may well ultimately inherit the USA. Latins do
reproduce well, almost at twice the rate of the USA.
How long then will our Anglo-American culture
heritage remain dominant?
Inflation, the opiate of modern Western
culture, then is our whipping boy against whom/which
we must defend at all costs. I need only cite the
history of the Weimar Republic (Federal Germany,
1920-1933) to demonstrate the probable ultimate
denouement of unchecked inflation. Please do not
assume that I blame the anti-semitic holocaust of
Nazidom on inflation. Hitler arose out of inflation
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by declarin g a facist dictato rship as the only

workable re sc e route; h e turned to anti-semitism
of pogrom proportions at a l ate r point in time
largely as a ra _y:ng dioert isement as he secured
ever more f ir-~ che d~c~ato rship.
I f . - 0 ~can d~c racy is to survive, the
current fis c~ eri=
ust b e solved -- in fact,
the question ~s: can it safely remain unsolved
until spring : 9 - -~en the new Congress to be
elected in 19
-i _
resumably have been long
enough organiz_
begin functioning? I suggest
it cannot be reso ved
til a rational approach
to entitlements ~s i
place - - hardly my expectation for ea r:y : 9 5. When one considers the monumental bip art·san abor of late 1982 to ameliorate
the Social Security crisis then at emergency
levels, one rea_:zes that middle-class America
does not want
0 solve problems: it prefers drift
as that pre se~s, at least in the short run,
entitlements ' c anged. The 1982/83 Social Security
legislation ~s as superficial and cosmetic in
nature as had been the Carter administration's
tinkering in 9
Social Security is an entitlement today anc ~ e conventional wisdom is that it
must be pre ser7ed virtually untouched. Social
Security started out in 1936 as a substitute for
the poor h ouse/ o d folks home/aged welfare, not as
a reward f or -orking and a kitty for relaxed retirement. Norma ~ort ality in 1936 was about age 59
for males and =emales combined; this assured that
payments wo d on ly be made to a minority, say about
6% of the PO. lation, who would arrive at 65 and
be able to retire . The retiree/active worker
ratio was one to sixteen. The size of payments
was geare d to subsistence, not relaxation. Today,
similar mortal ity is age 74 and the retirement
age population fraction is now 13%, headed for
20% by the year 2000 or shortly thereafter. Payments are now tied to the Consumer Price Index
(probably by a too generous formula) and regularly
adjuste d s o as to maintain comfortable middle-class
relaxation standards . The retiree/worker ratio
is now one to three, headed by 2000 to one to
one and one-half. Obviously, a third grader can
advise the public that the system will be back
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in trouble very shortly; the arithmetic is too simple
for the smallest home computer.
Congress is so sympathetic to the retirement
entitlement that it cannot solve the simple problem.
It insists on keeping the payroll tax, but the system
with its ancillary nonretirement benefits -- no
small annual cost -- will soon need a prohibitive
payroll tax of better than 20% (10% each from
employer/employee).
I urge forgetting the entitlement concept (which should break the ice on abolishing that concept in many other quarters) and boldly
and promptly restoring Social Security to its
original purpose -- old age assistance, not retirement relaxation funding.
Over the balance of the
20th century -- a mere sixteen years -- the retirement age should be moved at least to 72 or maybe
even 75 so that the system would only pay benefits
to a small fraction of the population and then only
for an average of a few years, not as now, for more
than a dozen years to many of a rather generous number
of beneficiaries.
Entitlements are everywhere and affect
each of us.
I offer no blue print for their eradication; I am not sure we either can or should rid ourselves of some of them, but controlled they must
be and sparingly granted. Above all, we should not
encourage changes in our social organization and
culture which make them obligatory. Specifically,
by way of example, I refer to the now all-too acceptable
and quite numerous one-parent family status which
has largely been responsible for the expensive
aid-to - dependent-children programs.
I do not begrudge
the children help nor do I want to make life
untenable for the single custodial parent, but
generous support assistance as an entitlement
is surely not the answer.
I make but passing mention of the defense
and debt cost problems -- major items of necessity
in the fiscal responsibility department. Each
requires perpetual vigilance and an objective effort
at cost control that Congress in particular perennially
ignores.
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I hope that I h ave at this point poured
enough gasolin e on the fires of your citizen
responsibility that they are now at full working
heat.
I nee d your earne st c onsideration and I trust
your support i
commencing the process of altering
the federal go ernment of the United States of
America. I t cannot be done without understanding,
conviction, unto _d effort and a touch of missionary
zeal. Alte r thing s we u st, and I think a radical
change in who governs and how he/they are selected
is our most Ii' e y and worthwhile solution.
I urge
a return to the republ ic of the USA as in our first
years as an i dependent nation. This returns
responsibil ity to an elite who should be more
motivated, e d cated , responsible, dynamic and
presumably more obj ective than our presently
directly elected Congress.
If they are truly
elite, resis tance to unwise and selfish preference
and special interest lobbying should be more effective .
We must make ess feasible special treatment for
the favor seekers . Lobbying should be basically
unproductive. On ce freed from the cumbersome and
amorphous, leader less majority (as is the case
today), we s ho Id then have a real opportunity
to study and solve our problems with fairness,
conviction and di spatch, impossible today as the
Congress wa llo s along awaiting the development
of a safe ma jori ty viewpoint before it attacks
any serious problem.
Thi s ay seem simplistic; it is not
democratic in the sense that the potential right
to share in all decisions is preserved for each
citizen, but it i s eminently practical and puts
the burden of d ecision and responsibility on that
part of society best able to respond -- the active
upper econ o 'c group who already enjoy most of
the advantages and responsib ilities of our society
and seem be st able to comprehend and discharge
those res ponsibilities.
How to determine the elite could be the
subject of a whole full-length paper. My instinctive
solution is a return to the test of 150 years ago -a simp le net worth or property ownership qualification for federal voting. My present thinking is
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that each voter (federal elections onlY~ must be one
who pays at least $1,000.00 of feder~l.lnc~m~ tax
each quarter ($2,000.00 per couple flll~g JOlnt
income tax returns). This is quite easlly determined by use of our income tax current return
information.
It should reduce the voting population to a very small percentage of today's more
than 100,000,000 potential voters.
It should in
no way involve a violation of the well-established
principle of confidentiality of income tax ret~rns
and be less objectionable than our rather routlne
use of income tax information to assist in dealing
with criminal activity.
If we do not soon effectively solve our
fiscal crisis and should we unhappily proceed again
to a period of high/hyper inflation as in 1981/82,
we can only expect an early upheaval of the American
social order.
I fear for the arrival out of the
morass of an American dictator, probably Hitlerstyle, but hopefully without pronounced anti-semitism.
"Freedom" is a fragile status and survives poorly
on feckless leadership, inchoate majorities and
liberal entitlement generosity, all characteristics
of an inflation-riddled hedonistic society incapable
of putting its house in order.
Thus, by way of peroration, I respond to
the question asked by the title to this tract.
Is
America flawed and, if so, fatally? My answer is:
it is flawed, but not fatally -- let us get on with
the republic and return the governance from the
amorphous mass to the responsible elite. Then the
flaw of mass rule is contained and there is no
fatality!
By way of footnote, since I doubt that
my use of language has in fact been confusing, I
have used certain words whose current meaning and
English dictionary meaning show wide deviation -~ an activist is today a "liberal" either
Democrat or Socialist or Communist-inclined who
wants immediate and, if need be, bloody change in
the social order to his political values, usually
egalitarian. Truly, an activist is one who believes
in activity, not in change qualified as to its
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ideologic direction. ~ again, "civil rights,"
that group of values which pro racial encouragement
minorities feel should be stressed at any cost,
such as maxim . ~ph~sis on affirmative action, quotas,
etc. Truly , c~v~l r~ghts are those inalienable rights
that belong e a ly to a
citizens in an orderly
society, es pecial y a democratic one -- nothing in
civil rights in 0 es preferences, quotas, discrimination or aff ir=at~ e action.
~ again, poverty -this today is a statistical measure of a family's
(one person or - lti-person) current income against
a bureaucrat ' s assumed satisfactory minimum standard
of acceptab le l i v ing stated in an annual income value.
Truly, povert is a subnormal, bare sustenance level
of existence, and a seriously deprived status for
any individua unable properly to care for himself
from his own resources. No standard statistics
involved~
I es chew all attempts to contrast the
current usag e of "liberal" with its dictionary
definition.
_here is virtually no correlation
possible~
~he media (news, periodical, electronic,
visual, etc.) need simplistic approaches to all
material they present. Their audience has virtually
no concentration power, members of the media seldom
have a s fficiently broad background easily to
explain to their audience many items of complexity,
the media (especially t h e electronic division) feel
that news, while it is h appening or ASAP after its
occurrence, is preferabl e to accurately developed
news, and finally the active virtue of simplicity,
all are overwhelming -- these are then the excuses
for slogans, labels, inaccurate descriptions of
events , things and per sons, and generally explain
the sometimes wide divergence between careful,
detailed development and reporting of the news
(seldom accomplished) and the flash breaks into
almost every broadcast.
Small wonder our language
today is neither accurate nor elegant!

Finally, let me not close speaking as a
misanthrope or faithless cynic -- I am scarcely
such; I am an optimist, but the USA is at a turning
point and we must seize this opportunit~. Ple~s~,
not another fifty years of the Democrat~c coal~t~on
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spending our way to poverty as it creates more
entitlements and responds to media-hyped pressure
groups.
I think the elite exists that can do the
job without dictatorsh ip or revolution.
I caution,
however: we do not need a Soviet-style elite
dictatorship with its politburo; that is to be
avoided like the plague. Could the answer be -- a
return to a noblesse oblige tradition?

